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NEWMARK SECURITY PLC
("Newmark" or the "Group")
UPDATE
Launch of Sateon Advance, GT-10 and Alliance
Newmark Security Plc (AIM:NWT), a leading provider of electronic and physical security systems, is pleased to
announce the launch of its Sateon Advance access control system (“Sateon Advance”) and GT-10 Android based
terminal for workforce management (“GT-10”), under subsidiary Grosvenor Technology’s brand. Additionally,
the Board is pleased to announce the launch of Alliance, a programme to provide opportunities for Newmark’s
partners to mutually benefit.
Sateon Advance is an innovative modular approach to access control, designed by a trusted vendor with over
25 years’ experience of delivering access control solutions. A unique family of smart “controllers” support plugin expansion modules or “blades”, minimising cable runs and allowing users to customize or expand the capacity
of a system by simply snapping additional blades into place. At launch, two types of blade are available:
supporting access control and smart building management. Innovation in both the hardware and software
enable doors to be configured 25% faster than the closest competitors’ products known, while also significantly
reducing both the cost and space required for a typical installation.
GT-10 is an Android based workforce management solution. The GT-10 Identi-Hub combines decades of
experience in the workforce management market with the inter-operability of the Android platform and the
flexibility of a responsive 10” multi-touch screen usually found only in premium consumer tablets. This
innovation enables integrators to lower costs and increase productivity by sharing applications across mobile
and fixed terminals while retaining Grosvenor Technology’s reputable always-on reliability. Going beyond
traditional capabilities of a time and attendance clock, GT-10 delivers the flexibility of an open operating system,
meaning that HTML 5 solutions – either off-the-shelf, or bespoke – can be easily deployed instantly. The GT-10
will help organisations redefine employee self-service and engagement, not just for the HR department but
across the organisation.
Alliance is a new partner programme from Newmark which offers commercial, marketing and technical support
to its partners, rather than an arbitrary rebate offered by most manufacturer loyalty schemes. The partnership
is designed to complement Grosvenor Technology’s partners and customers with tools and resources they may
lack, in order to grow for mutual benefit.
Marie-Claire Dwek, Chief Executive Officer of Newmark said: “I am thrilled to be able to update the market on
these new developments coming from our Grosvenor Technology arm. Newmark’s goal is to be the manufacturer
of choice in the industry, not by locking our partners in, but by offering the most advanced technology on the
best commercial terms. As such we look to ensure that our systems are adaptable and easy to use. We believe
the flexibility offered by these new systems is peerless in the market and saves our partners time and money.
“In addition to this we hope to demonstrate our commitment to partners by offering comprehensive support as
well as access to the tools and collateral necessary to win more projects. We understand this goes beyond
anything offered by our competitors. We are dedicated to growing the market as a whole through mutual growth
with our partners. It’s not just about individual products but about ensuring that an ecosystem of businesses can
come together in partnership to grow the industry, and this ambition is captured perfectly by Alliance.”
---ENDS--For further information on Sateon Advance: http://www.grosvenortechnology.com/Sateonadvance-2/
For further information on GT-10: http://www.grosvenortechnology.com/gt-10-empower-and-engage/

For further information on Alliance: www.grosvenortechnology.com/alliancehub
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Newmark Security Plc
Newmark Security PLC is a leading provider of electronic and physical security systems, which focus on personal
security and the safety of assets. Operating through two established and wholly owned divisions, Grosvenor
Technology (Electronic) and Safetell (Physical Security), the Group listed on AIM in 1997.
Grosvenor Technology provides state of the art access control and data acquisition systems delivered via its
reputable JANUS access control platform and its CUSTOM brand data-collection terminals. The next generation
and recently launched Sateon software is a new and innovative access control concept which delivers all the
features of a software based system but in the cloud which combines the advantages of a software based system
with cloud technology to improve lifecycle cost, install speed and allow for instant maintenance from anywhere
in the world. Grosvenor Technology clients include BAE Systems, UK Air Traffic Control, BSkyB, Merrill Lynch,
Bank of America, M & S, Morrisons, Tesco, Network Rail, government departments and many universities. More
information can be found atwww.grosvenortechnology.com
Offering personnel and asset protection since 1987, Safetell is the UK's leading provider of fixed and reactive
security screens, reception counters, cash management systems and associated security equipment. Safetell's
customers range from leading blue chip organisations to single sites including banks and building societies, police
forces and the Post Office, local authorities and government departments, forecourt retailers and supermarket
chains. More information can be found at www.safetell.co.uk

